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Chapter 181  

She is the once–in–a–century top scorer in the college entrance examination!  

Sharon was so stunned that he had nothing to say.  

The old man and madam also changed from anger to embarrassment in  

an instant.  

They are gone, the old man and the old lady are about to swell. The  

old man helped Hedy and asked, “Yes, Sharon, why do you say in public that my granddaughter Hedy’s c

ramp is fake, that she deliberately misbehaved, are you jealous that she is more beautiful than you?  

“With a ruthless look, he pointed at the two elders of the family, “You have to give us Richard’s family a

n explanation  

for what happened today!” Isn’t it just rising?  

Who wouldn’t!  

Who does not rise who grandson!  

“This…is a misunderstanding…” The old man and madam exchanged glances.  

  

Sharon, since I misunderstood, I apologize to this ‘Hedy‘.” madam patted Sharon on the back.  

He knew in his heart that the girl named “Hedy” was very eloquent, and the Sharon’s family had no choi

ce but to calm the matter down to  

  

  

this point.  

But where is Sharon willing to apologize?  

Hearing everyone calling Hedy “Hedy“, and looking at Hedy’s indifferent face, she suddenly 

thought of a person, opened her  

asked, “You are Hedy?  

eyes and  

The one who participated in the ‘Bright Star‘ audition, and ” Morning “The Hedy of the movie?”  

She came from a scholarly family and never paid attention to entertainment news.  



It’s just through friends‘ “circle of friends” that I’ve vaguely seen friends posting screenshots related to H

edy–especially frequently during this time.  

The girl in the screenshot looks very similar to Hedy.  

And Hedy’s mother, Malina, formerly named River, is the third daughter of Richard’s family!  

She just remembered!  

Hedy nodded and admitted, “So?”  

“So, you don’t deserve to be here!” Sharon changed the subject, and the original 

arrogance and arrogance reappeared on her face,  

“Today is the birthday party 

of the president of the University of Finance and Economics, everyone here is full of knowledge, well- ed

ucated, educated and talented?  

Even if we juniors all got good grades in the college entrance examination, what about you?  

  

An actor who is ignorant, shows up in public all day long, and can only support himself by singing and da

ncing. What qualifications do you have to appear at this kind of banquet!”  

Hearing this, the old man stood up again, and shook his head, ” Brother, your family has produced nine c

hampions, why did you let your granddaughter do low–level things?”  

The old lady also frowned, “Back then you severed the father–

daughter relationship with your third daughter, and I respected you for having a literati character. Now t

hat your granddaughter is shouting, it can be seen that the third daughter has also recognized it? Do you

 still remember a saying  

called ‘Is it hard to chase after a gentleman“?”  

The guests originally admired Hedy, but now they confirmed that Hedy is a star who 

debuted in a talent show, and their expressions suddenly became disdainful.  

“No wonder I think Hedy looks familiar.”  

“Returning on promises, and even favoring the granddaughter who is a low–

level actor as a treasure, Richard’s family is really willing to degenerate.“”  

If the ancestors of Richard’s family know what happened to their descendants, will they Angry?”  

“To attend the same banquet as this kind of actor, I feel that I am lowering my self–esteem!”  

The old man and the old lady were speechless for a while, and their expressions were slightly embarrassi

ng.  

They are willing to put family affection first, but people in the circle don’t think so.  

  



In their eyes, actors and singers are low–level professions.  

Jenny also clenched her fists, wanting to speak for Iedy, but didn’t know what to say.  

The identity of an actor, in their eyes, is the original sin.  

At this time, Season, the host of the birthday party, arrived late,  

He is an old man in his sixties, wearing a gray suit, with well–combed hair and glasses.  

“What happened? Why are the dresses of the two juniors in a mess?” Season asked in confusion.  

Jenny ‘s dress has wine stains, and Sharon ‘s dress has porridge marks.  

||  

Principal, the junior found that someone disrespected you.” The arrogance on Sharon’s face disappeare

d, and he became an obedient student.  

She is indeed a student of Season.  

Because 

she also applied for the University of Finance and Economics, in order to learn finance so as to facilitate t

he management of the  

family business in the future.  

“Who doesn’t respect me?” Season looked around, his eyes fell on Hedy, his eyes lit up.  

Here comes the baby bump!  

“Their family!” Sharon complained in a straight–faced manner,  

“You are the most honest in your life, and you 

are the most disgusted by the entertainment industry, who are greedy for money. Today is your birthda

y, but their family brought along an actor’s granddaughter  

  

  

Hedy. I came to congratulate you, isn’t this a slap in the face?”  

“My cousin is different from the uneducated stars in the entertainment industry. Although her college e

ntrance examination scores are not very high, she also…” Jenny defended Hedy.  

He wanted to say that Hedy had also been admitted to the University of Finance and Economics, but was

 interrupted by Sharon.  

Sharon sneered, “A poor test is a bad test. What excuses are there? An actor is an actor, don’t think abo

ut setting up a literati archway! In ancient times,  

Hedy was just a thing for entertainment and entertainment.  

It’s just that in modern times It’s just a few more brainless fans to brag about!”  



After that, Sharon bowed her head to Season again, thinking that she had the moral high ground, she di

dn’t pay attention to Season’s increasingly ugly face.  

Principal, look at the sportswear Hedy is wearing. It doesn’t even count as formal attire, and she doesn’t 

understand any manners!” She continued, “I don’t  

think she deserves to appear at your birthday party at all. What do you think?  

“If she doesn’t deserve to appear here, you…” Season lowered his head and pushed his glasses, tried his 

best to suppress his anger, raised his head and smiled,  

“Even more unworthy!”  

These three words made Sharon suddenly look up.  
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Did she hear something wrong just now?  

The principal said that she, who got second in the college entrance examination, was even more unwort

hy of appearing at this banquet?  

The old man and the old lady were stunned, Jenny was stunned, and everyone was stunned.  

“Policy reforms in the past few years have made everyone unclear who this year’s top student in the coll

ege entrance examination is. Let me introduce you.” Season walked to the calm–

faced Hedy and put his arm on Hedy’s shoulder,  

“She. Hedy, this year’s champion The top scorer in the American college entrance examination! And it is 

a rare event in a hundred years, the top scorer in the college entrance examination with perfect scores i

n all subjects!”  

When the words came out, everyone around was shocked, even the hotel service staff who passed by h

ere were stunned!  

It’s okay to be the top scorer in the college entrance examination, but also the top scorer in the college e

ntrance examination with full marks in all subjects?  

What kind of top scholar is this!  

Sharon people are stupid.  

The old man, the old lady, and Jenny all faced question marks.  

The poor little girl they want to love well is a top student in the college entrance examination who crush

es American candidates?  

Isn’t she very busy?  

How did she manage to stay so busy without falling behind?  

  



Is it really as her fans say–she is a monster or a fairy?  

  

“With her score, I don’t mind wearing a sportswear to my birthday party, even wearing a cotton jacket!”

 Season looked at Sharon angrily,  

“It’s good for you. The birthday party is causing trouble, get out!”  

Chapter 182  

Season, a college student who failed to pretend, is furious.  

Hedy is the baby bump he finally invited, Sharon not only wanted to drive Hedy away, but also said that 

Hedy is “a thing for entertainment and entertainment“?  

What if the schoolmaster Hedy drops out of the University of Finance and Economics in a rage? Can  

Sharon afford  

the loss? If it weren’t for the large number of guests, Season would  

have kicked Sharon out of the hotel!  

“Ding, the principal … I didn’t know that Hedy was the top scorer in the college entrance examination, I t

hought she was just a bum…” Sharon turned pale, and defended herself with trembling lips.  

But before she could finish her sentence, Season interrupted her sharply.  

“How dare you talk about low–level, what is low–

level? That’s the dross discrimination left by the ancient feudal society  

! It doesn’t mean that all the stars in the entertainment industry have no lower limit of character!  

Not all people who come from a scholarly family are pure and harmless, with high moral character!  

Use a formal occupation recognized by law to belittle a person who doesn’t steal or grab, Sharon, you Yo

u’re too narrow–minded!  

It is said that their family values family affection, the old man 

and the old lady teach their daughter well, and the daughter teaches her granddaughter well.  

The eyes of the old man and the old lady were narrowed when they smiled, and it was true that they ha

d a good time in front of everyone.  

Sharon was driven away, and Jenny was also very happy. Seeing Hedy’s face flushed, she seemed to hav

e a little dependence and admiration on Hedy.  

“Hedy, am I good to you?” Season pulled Hedy aside, his majestic face just 

now was full of thieves asking for credit.  

Hedy nodded with a calm tone, “It’s not bad.”  



She was a little surprised in her heart, because the contrast between the principal ‘s front and back was 

too great.  

“Then you 

must not be seduced by other universities and run away? You have to study at the University of Finance 

and Economics!” Season said anxiously.  

The corner of Hedy’s mouth twitched, he didn’t expect the headmaster to be worried about this.  

She nods again. Only then did Season smile.  

-The banquet is over.  

The next day was the day for freshmen to register at the University of Finance and Economics.  

Since the half–

month military training after registration, and the school stipulated that during the military 

training period, he must live on campus, so Hedy dragged a suitcase.  

like coat and refuse every approach of the opposite sex.” Nick lowered his  

eyes.. just like the beautiful boy Nassos in Greek mythology, “Some people call them cold, but I prefer to

 call them pitiful and fragile.” After that, he stretched out a hand to grab  

Hedy’s luggage the handle of the box, and give it a hard lift.  

The trunk didn’t budge.  

“It seems that the junior has packed a lot of things?” Nick smiled gracefully, added another hand, and lift

ed it vigorously again.  

The suitcase remained motionless.  

Hedy raised an eyebrow. The perfect smile on  

Nick’s face was broken for a while. He took out his mobile phone and said in a soft voice, “If it’s so heavy

, I’d better find a mover to help you get it up.” Hedy 

sighed, didn’t bother to care about it, and grabbed the  

suitcase With a slight lift of his hand, he passed Nick and went upstairs.  

Nick who failed to pretend, “…”  

“Pfft hahahaha!” Boy A and Boy B laughed loudly in the distance.  

Chapter 183 World Famous Paintings, Showing Both Hands in Military Training?  

Nick watched Hedy disappear around the corner of the stairs, leaving two questions in his heart that wo

uld never be erased.  

One. How much can a woman’s suitcase hold?  

Second, How strong is Hedy?  



“Maybe I should say something, Woman, you managed to get my attention?” Nick kept a smile on his fa

ce, using a self–deprecating way to resolve his embarrassment.  

He glanced at the caring female college students next to him, and winked his eyes,  

“Good morning, I wish all the beautiful and lovely seniors a perfect  

new semester.”  

The girls screamed, with poor mental capacity The little girl fell straight back and fainted.  

Hedy ignored the chaos downstairs and walked into the dormitory.  

“Cousin!” Jenny, who was packing her luggage, said.  

“Goddess Hedy!” Several female students from Class 7 who gathered together to watch videos on their 

mobile phones said.  

The temporary dormitory for military training is divided according to the registration time, and several p

eople happen to be together.  

“Good morning.” Hedy nodded and packed his luggage.  

During dinner, Hedy received a message from the twin stars of the Holt Family.  

11  

Gemini is a sophomore  

The younger brother Xavier said that through the school intranet of the University of Finance and Econo

mic, he learned that Hedy was admitted to the University of Finance and Economics with a perfect score 

of the top scorer in the college entrance examination.  

Said it had been a long time, and asked Hedy if he wanted to get together tonight  

Hedy replied that Class 7 has a dinner party in the evening  

Everyone in Class 7 didn’t meet for dinner together for a whole  

summer vacation.  

[Xavier ]. Can my brother and I join this party? I want to see what is special/cute about the class that was

 admitted to the University of Finance and Economics collectively  

Among the past generations of candidates in the USA, there has never been a class that can be admitted

 to a certain university collectively like Class Seven, and the scores are not low.  

The media had already reported on Class Seven. At that time, the reporter’s evaluation of them was,  

strong cohesion, and a more tricky thinking angle than ordinary students, as if they were affected by the 

same influence in some aspects.  

Only insiders know that the students in Class Seven are influenced by Hedy.  

They are students brought out by Hedy.  



Hedy looked at the message from Xavier, thought for a while, and mentioned this matter in the class sev

en.  

Chapter 184 Low–key Hedy, high–key Sharon  

Sharon hates Hedy. I hate Hedy more  

than I hate Jenny.  

Jenny suppressed her for more than ten years, so she stole Jenny’s first love, which made Jenny sad and 

made a mistake in the college entrance examination.  

And Hedy…  

she will never forget the humiliation Hedy gave her at  

the principal’s birthday party! She’ll make Hedy double back! The smile on the corner of  

Sharon ‘s mouth widened, but there was no smile in his eyes, and he said to himself,  

“We practice military, isn’t it just to strengthen our physique? There must be a ‘powerful‘ person who fi

ghts with the instructor to let him We can feel the effect of military more intuitively, right?”  

Sharon doesn’t think Hedy is good. She also watched the  

Lotus fight scene in  

“Morning “, which was praised by everyone, but it was mediocre. Moreover, a movie is a movie, and the

 actors are all acting, which is different from reality.  

Against the instructors who came out of the army, Hedy will definitely lose ugly!  

Sharon’s words got everyone’s unanimous nod,  

“I think it is right. There is indeed a strong enough‘ opponent to compare the excellence of military.”  

Hedy, show your hands?”  

“I’m looking forward to it!”  

The instructor also spoke, with a loud voice, “Hedy! Come out!”  

Hedy walked to the instructor with a calm expression.  

Seeing this, Jenny’s heart skipped a beat, and she understood that Sharon was deliberately targeting her

 cousin, fearing that she would be hurt.  

The members of Class 7 who had seen Hedy beating up were not  

worried at all, and even looked forward to the surprised expressions on the instructor’s face after being 

beaten by Hedy.  

Sharon’s eyes were sinister, and the rest of the freshmen were full of anticipation.  

However, to their disappointment, Hedy’s performance was different from what each of them thought.  



When the instructor attacked her, she didn’t fight back, but retreated calmly.  

When it was really impossible to dodge, she only lightly defuses the instructor’s attack and does not con

front the instructor head–on.  

“You! Return to the 

team!” The instructor saw Hedy’s avoidance of the battle, and didn’t know whether Hedy was afraid or o

n purpose, so he could only withdraw the offensive and let Hedy go back.  

 “Yes.” Hedy went back.  

The rehearsal of the two played a lonely role.  

Sharon sneered in her heart, she knew Hedy had no strength and dared. not fight the instructor.  

Jenny felt relieved, no matter what, it was good that her cousin was not hurt.  

Everyone in class 7 looked at each other, knowing that Goddess Hedy didn’t want to make a high profile 

and deliberately concealed his strength.  

Hedy did think so.  

She will never be high–

key unless she is able to keep a low profile when doing tasks or in some necessary situations.  

She also doesn’t like to be high–profile, which can be called her “occupational disease“.  

She is a killer, if she likes to be high–

profile and attract attention all the time, how can she carry out assassination and stealth?  

The freshmen didn’t understand, and couldn’t suppress the wonder in their hearts and whispered,  

“Didn’t you say that Hedy is a stealer in the drama? Why do you keep avoiding it?”  

“I don’t know, it’s also said on the Internet that Lotus ‘s whole process of drama is useless…”  

“I guess it’s another marketing campaign bought by the film company.”  

To be honest, I’m a little disappointed.”  

When they were disappointed, Sharon raised her hand and said in a delicate voice,  

“Instructor, otherwise, let me and Would you like to spar?”  

Everyone looked at Sharon except Hedy who was looking directly in front of him.  

The instructor frowned, with a doubtful tone, “You?”  

Sharon nodded, looking at Hedy out of the corner of his eye, with a flash of contempt on his face, and a 

proud tone,  

“I thought Hedy had real materials, so I recommended Hedy to compete with you, I don’t know that she 

is so timid and dare not fight back.  



As for me, I have never made a movie, but I have practiced Taekwondo since I was a child, and my curre

nt level is a fourth–degree black belt.  

Although I am not as strong as you, I will be your opponent in the drill and show off my strength. The ad

vantages of physical should be enough.”  

The students were shocked.  

“A fourth–degree black belt, my god! A second–degree black belt can open a 

martial arts gym to teach students. How strong is a fourth- degree black  

belt? “!”  

The instructor said, ” Sharon, come out!”  

“Yes!” Sharon walked up to the team with his head held high, and began to fight with the instructor.  

  

288 Vouchers  

She took the initiative to attack the instructor, screaming “Ha! Ha! Ha!” with murderous intent, which w

as in stark contrast to Hedy who had been avoiding and keeping silent just now.  

She also pushed the instructor back at one point, causing all kinds of exclamations from the onlookers a

nd old students passing by.  

They thought that Sharon was stronger than the instructor, but in fact it was only because the instructor

 didn’t use his true strength. Once the instructor used two points of his true strength, Sharon would be r

estrained and unable to move.  

“Papa papa!”  

The applause was enthusiastic.  

It’s for Junti, but it’s also for Sharon  

Today’s hot post appeared on School net.com,  

“Through the military training of freshmen, the gap between a martial  

rts actor and a serious taekwondo fighter (with video)!”  

The video is divided into left and right, Hedy VS instructor, and Sharon VS instructor.  

First floor, The filter is broken, Hedy is not so magical!  

To second floor, In the movie, I fight hard, but in reality I am  

hing and crying.  

Or  

Sharon is so sassy, the fourth–degree black belt is a height that I can  



reach in my life, worship! Fourth Floor, I just like a girl like  

who is as strong as a Goddess Hedy!  

Lapter 184 Low key Hedy, high–key Sharon  

1288 Vouchers  

There are more and more posts and comments, and Sharon has more and more votes in the freshman sc

hool flower list, and her popularity has risen all of a sudden.  

After a day of military training, Sharon picked up his mobile phone and found that everyone thought so 

highly of him that the corners of his mouth were cracked to the root of his ears, and he was so happy.  

She went to look at the ranking list of freshmen.  

Currently the first is Hedy, and the second is myself.  

She rolled her eyeballs and thought of something.  

-Evening.  

Hedy and everyone in Class 7 went to eat barbecue at the school gate, Jenny was listed as a cousin, and 

Tony Xavier also came.  

The long–haired and charming Nick got the news and sat over cheekily.  

He is proficient in women’s psychology, and he understands that Hedy is too lazy to talk to him at this st

age, so he doesn’t get close to him, he just talks to the rest of the people appropriately.  

Sun was stunned, “Why is this team getting stronger and stronger?”  

Everyone laughed together.  

Halfway through, Hedy went to the corridor to answer a call from his mother, Malina, who asked her if s

he was still adjusting to the new school.  

Hedy replied that he was comfortable, exchanged some pleasantries, and hung up the phone.  

Through the window at the end of the corridor, she happened to see Sharon round the corner, talking to

 some hooligans with big gold. chains and little watches.  

Sharon gave the gangsters a large sum of money, and the gangsters nodded and left with a smile.  

Hedy withdrew his gaze and returned to the box.  

-The next day, noon.  

It is the peak time for students to come out to eat.  

At the gate of the school with the largest crowd, a girl’s scream was suddenly heard.  

Chapter 185 Acting in actual combat and meeting a drug lord, whose showtime is it?  



The students looked over and found that a female college student carrying milk tea was surrounded by a

 group of gangsters, and the gangster with a fake gold chain put a fruit knife on her neck!  

Several brave and tall boys looked at each other, planning to wait for the opportunity to rescue the fema

le classmate.  

The little gangster immediately put down his harsh words, “Don’t come here, I’ll kill anyone who comes!

”  

His accomplice rummaged through the female college student’s bag, his tone anxious, “Where is the mo

ney, where did it go?”  

1. I No money, I really have no money, please let me go!” The female  

college student cried in fright.  

“Call the police!” Someone said nervously.  

“No, I can handle it.” Sharon, whose popularity has soared in the past two 

days, spoke calmly, appearing like a heroine, with fierce eyes and a flick of his wrist.  

The joints and joints were made to “clack” by her, and the aura looked decent.  

Everyone who knows that she has a fourth–level black belt also feels reassured.  

“I’ll give you a chance to choose, let her go.” Sharon frowned, raised her fists, and ordered the punk.  

“Who are you? Are you so daft?” The little bastard with the fake gold chain answered.  

 

“Don’t change your name if you’re going, and don’t change your surname when you sit down. Sharon!” 

Sharon said loudly  

The students behind were staring, “Oh my God, he is so handsome, I love it so much!”  

Hedy, who was buying cakes in cups at the cake shop in front of the school, frowned slightly when she sa

w this.  

There are no robbers, they would kidnap a female student in ordinary clothes with a knife in the most p

opulous place in public, and stay where they are for a long time.  

In addition to the “transaction scene” she saw through the window when she answered the phone last n

ight, it is not difficult to tell that this is a “performance” bought by  

Sharon. The purpose is nothing more than to gain everyone’s praise and gain more popularity.  

Pretty boring.  

Hedy lowered his eyes, holding a cup cake in one hand and a plastic spoon in the other, while tasting the

 new cakes launched by the cake shop, he passed by the robbers and Sharon who were “tense confronta

tion” indifferently.  

These people blocked the school gate, so she had no choice but to leave like this.  



The student’s expression froze.  

Hedy, do you want to pass by so lightly!  

The robber’s expression froze.  

This female classmate, can you give us some face, we are robbers, do  

it!  

Sharon found that everyone’s attention was attracted by Hedy, and immediately shouted, rushed over t

o fight off the robbers, and rescued the hostages.  

Everyone was attracted by her again and praised her.  

The rescued girl was also moved to tears, wishing to recognize Sharon as her reborn parent.  

Such “heroic” deeds naturally appeared on the school website.  

The courageous Sharon once again formed a stark contrast with Hedy who passed by indifferently.  

The alumni felt that this matter was unreasonable!  

The situation was so urgent at that time, Hedy didn’t say to help, even if he just watched from the side, 

no one would say anything about her.  

But what does it mean for her to pass by like that?  

Still eating cake and passing among the robbers?  

How about you take a walk here?  

They didn’t know whether to say that Hedy was cowardly or that Hedy had a problem with his mind.  

After this incident, Sharon became famous in the University of Finance and Economics, and became the 

school belle among the freshmen of the University of Finance and Economics. The number of people wh

o deliver water  

to Sharon in the daily military training is only a few more.  

Hedy is unshakable here, and Josh, Tony, Xavier and Nick are still delivering water. Because of his excelle

nt grades,  

Josh started his own company. He doesn’t usually go back to school. He only comes back to bring water t

o Iledy.  

He doesn’t talk much, and he is used to pampering his younger sister with practical actions, which envies

 many students.  

The other three simply used Hedy as a report, and came to check in every day in the name of “delivering

 water“.  

It doesn’t matter if Hedy drinks or not, what matters is whether we can have dinner and chat together t

onight.  



Sharon was jealous.  

She is so popular, why don’t the four school girls take a second look at her?  

What’s so good about Hedy?  

–

Time passed day by day. The freshmen practiced military and dagger exercises. They also touched real g

uns without live ammunition, and practiced target shooting with blank ammunition.  

Military training is coming to an end.  

Before the end, there was a military exercise and opening ceremony.  

The school’s military exercises are different from the serious military exercises of the army. The freshme

n participating in the military training will pick out the 

top 100 performers. According to the lottery, they will be divided into “blue team” and “red team“, with 

50 people in each team.  

Hedy, Sun, Vincent and some students from Class 7 and freshmen are  

Chapter 186 Sharon Sharon, Hedy’s decision!  

Three groups of people went up the mountain together, two in the light and one in the dark.  

Hedy led people in the west, Sharon led people in the north, and a team of more than 20 drug lords was 

in the east.  

The north and the east are close together, and the drug lord team first encountered the two “scouts” se

nt by  

Sharon. The two students were dressed as soldiers and held guns in their hands, which frightened the gr

oup of lawbreakers.  

The hunk in the vest directly took out the silencer pistol, fired twice, and killed the two with headshots.  

“Ah—” Several screams broke out in the playground of the University of Finance and Economics.  

Through monitoring, they saw two “scouts” shot in the head and fell down!  

It was a real bullet, not a blank bullet, and the blood splashed on the nearby leaves!  

Later, several wanted criminals appeared in the surveillance camera.  

“What’s going on?” Season’s face changed drastically. He never thought that students would encounter 

such a situation during military exercises!  

“It’s a gang of drug lords! Inform the instructors at the foot of the mountain and ask them to use the wal

kie–talkie to contact the students  

Thaplet 106 Tharea tharon, Hedy’s deckásón!  

to terminate the exercise and all retreat!” The white–

haired officer with the highest rank stood up and sternly ordered the guards  



In order to improve the authenticity of military exercises, the military specially arranged walkie–

talkies for each student at their waists.  

The guard immediately contacted the instructor on the other side of the mountain, and the answer he g

ot made his face turn pale,  

“The signal of the walkie–

talkie has been interfered. The instructor can’t contact the students, so he can only lead the team up the

 mountain to search!”  

In the 

surveillance video, the muscular man wearing a vest, While manipulating the signal jammer, he showed 

the one–eyed boss two things that he took out from the dead man’s pocket, ”  

Boss, we mistakenly entered 

the live broadcast military exercise of the University of Finance and Economics. They are all students, an

d they communicated through the walkie–talkie.”  

These two things, which are a student ID card 

and a folded “Military Exercise Notes for Freshmen of University of Finance and  

Economics“.  

“Live broadcast? You mean we were discovered?” The one–

eyed boss never dreamed that he was exposed like this.  

“Yes.” The fierce man nodded and kicked the corpse of the freshman under his feet,  

“The best way now is to follow the way these two came, surround the entire red team students, and thr

eaten the police to let us go!” “Let’s go  

! “The one–eyed boss agreed.  

A group of wanted criminals walked towards the red team led by  

Sharon, Had  

Sharon.  

Faculty of Finance and Economics.  

There was an unexpected accident, and people were killed. The school quickly dispersed the teachers an

d students on the playground and asked them to go back to their respective classes.  

However, some teaching buildings face the playground, and everyone can still see the display screen on 

the playground, and share it on the school intranet, so that those who care about this matter can contin

ue  

to watch.  

“Do you want to cut off the live broadcast?” Instructor A asked.  



“No, there is no walkie–

talkie. This is the only thing we can know the whereabouts of the students.” The white–

haired officer said to the guard, ”  

Tell the instructor in the mountain all the students‘ precise positions!”  

The guard nodded, but was far away from the instructor. The nearest students will take thirty minutes t

o arrive!  

“But there are still many students recording screens in the teaching building, which may cause widespre

ad panic!” Instructor A replied.  

White–

haired officer, “Now the lives of these college students in the mountains are more important! You also g

o to reinforce!”  

Instructor A saluted, “Yes!”  

Season, who was staring at the screen, clenched his fists, “Commander Sharon of the red team, find thos

e two from the trail. An innocent child died…”  

she said the name ” Jenny “, her eyes grew colder.  

After reading the name, someone fired a “bang“, and then the whole room was filled with cries, accomp

anied by the “name” of a certain student.  

One–eyed boss, “The shot just now was the ‘bell for class‘, remember, don’t make me wait too long!”  

He ended the one–sided conversation.  

The instructor’s voice followed closely, “All blue team students, retreat urgently! Retreat!”  

Hedy didn’t intend to retreat.  

The next second, a system prompt sounded in her head.  

[Ding! Trial mission released. ]  

[Trial mission (11), Rescue the hostages in the abandoned villa! ]  

Chapter 187  

Hedy is crazy! She really thought of herself as the commander  

Hedy stayed where she was.  

The rest of the students got the order and quickly descended the mountain as if fleeing.  

“Goddess Hedy, aren’t you leaving?” Sun, who was about to leave with the team, saw Hedy squatting on

 the spot with firm eyes, his pupils shrank, “You want to go in and  

save them?”  

He knew Hedy’s eyes very well.  



The appearance of this look means that she must accomplish something!  

And Hedy’s temperament is cold on the outside and hot on the inside, he knows it! The lives of  

students in Class 7 and Jenny are in danger, and she will definitely not die!  

“Yeah.” Hedy said calmly, and waved back, “You guys go first.”  

“If you don’t go, I won’t go either.” Vincent squatted down again with a solemn expression.  

“I want to save them too!” Sun squatted down, his eyes flushed.  

“The same goes for us!” The students in Class Seven looked at each other, and they 

all stayed behind, “We will cooperate with Goddess  

Hedy and rescue them together!”  

Class Seven has gone through so much along the way. Not enough.  

Hedy understood their feelings, and frowned, “The group of people have real guns, follow me, you may 

die.” “If you die, you will die!”  

Sun gritted his teeth, “Let’s leave you and them behind, we can’t do it.” To!”  

“That’s right, we can’t do it!” Class 7 students nodded.  

Vincent thought for a while, and replied, “Even if you disagree, we will follow you in.”  

“Threatening me?” Hedy looked at Vincent.  

Vincent’s heart skipped a beat when he saw it, and his ears turned red, “We won’t leave you anyway, yo

u can figure it out!”  

Hedy looked around, glanced at everyone, and sighed in his heart, “Okay, you can follow me, But you m

ust follow my command, OK?”  

Everyone, “OK!”  

During the conversation 

between Hedy and Sun, Vincent and others, the outside world also learned that “the gang of drug lords s

trayed into the military exercise for freshmen of the University of Finance and Economics“.  

The news was released by troublemakers in the school, and once it was released, it aroused widespread 

attention like a raging wave.  

The freshmen held hostage by the gang of drug lords, in terms of humanities, are young and fresh lives! 

Talking about the country, they  
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are talents of pillars!  

After all, who can be admitted to the University of Finance and Economics, who is not a top student?  

Why did these future hopes of the motherland encounter such a serious accident?  



Whose responsibility is this?  

Can the military save the kidnapped freshmen?  

Media reporters rushed to dispatch, or came to the gate of the University of Finance and Economics, or 

came to the foot of the mountain where the exercise was held, striving to obtain the most valuable new

s as soon as possible.  

The military spokesperson also announced to the outside world, Troops have been sent to support, and 

all the hostages will be rescued!  

-University of Finance and Economics.  

teaching building.  

The students held their mobile phones, full of doubts, “Hedy, Vincent, Sun, why didn’t they evacuate wit

h the blue team members?” “Could they be trying to rescue the kidnapped freshmen?”  

“Impossible! Hedy is so daring.” Little, she didn’t come 

to the rescue of the knife robbery at the school gate last time, and this time the opponent has live amm

unition, it’s even more impossible for her to come to the rescue!”  

I just checked on the Internet, these criminals, All of 

them have taken a lot of lives, and even used cruel methods to kill several anti–narcotics policemen…”  

Hearing these words, people felt chills running down their spines.  

playground.  

Season was in a hurry, “Contact Hedy quickly and tell them to step down!”  

If other people are talented people, then Hedy, the top scorer in the college entrance examination, is th

e most talented person among the talented people.  

If she gets hurt because of this, or… that would be a huge loss!  

On the screen, Hedy stretched out his hand, pointed his head towards the surveillance camera on the tr

ee, and compared four numbers in an orderly rhythm.  

“4000?” Season was puzzled.  

The white–haired officer reacted and ordered the guards, “Notify the instructors on the mountain 

and ask them to adjust the channel of the walkie–talkie to 4000!”  

There are many channels on the walkie–talkie.  

Originally, all the walkie–

talkies had channels for the blue and red teams, and a common channel for everyone to communicate w

ith.  

This point is contained in the “Precautions” issued by the school.  

But the walkie–talkie fell into the hands of the enemy, and the “notes” should not be surprising.  



If you use the original channel to communicate, you will be eavesdropped by the enemy.  

The channel must be changed.  

After a while, Hedy adjusted the intercom on the new channel, and the instructor’s angry voice came ou

t,  

“Hedy! I order you to lead people to retreat quickly!”  

“We are going in to rescue 

people, and tell us the enemy’s distribution. in the abandoned villa.” Hedy The red lips parted slightly.  

The abandoned villa is the location of the exercise, and there are many surveillance cameras in it, so you

 can see the distribution of the enemy clearly.  

The instructor became even angrier, “Are you kidding me? They are full of vicious drug dealers! Their bul

lets are real, but your bullets are fake! There are only ten of you!” “I’m not kidding you.  

Hedy is using what he has learned, and Susan raised his tone,  

“Either, tell me their distribution, or, I will directly lead people in, you can figure it out!”  

-University of Finance and Economics.  

playground.  

Hedy’s phrase “You can figure it out” floated out of the guard’s mobile phone and echoed above everyo

ne’s heads.  

“Don’t let them in!” Season strongly objected, his heart was about to fly out of his throat!  

What’s worse, Hedy didn’t wait for an answer, and directly led people towards the abandoned villa!  

“It’s too nonsense!” The white–haired officer was so angry that he could only compromise,  

སོམས་མ། །  

“Report the enemy’s position in the villa to Hedy. Even if she knows the position, she still needs time to f

ormulate tactics! At the same time, order the instructor to speed up and hurry up!” Take them away!”  

Hilltop.  

Hedy, who was 100 meters away from the villa, received feedback from the instructor,  

“The villa has three floors, and there 

are 23 drug dealers in total. The hostages are trapped on the top third floor, and each floor is guarded b

y criminals…”  

Hedy closed his eyes, and while listening, he constructed a virtual image in his brain.  

A minute after the instructor finished speaking, she opened her eyes and asked everyone, “Which one of

 you has a watch?”  

In this day and age, young people carry more mobile phones than watches.  



“Me.” Vincent and a ponytail girl raised their hands.  

“Check the time. After you’re done, take five people to the other side, and when the minute hand points

 to ten, shoot into the sky together to attract their attention.” Hedy pointed at the girl with the ponytail.  

“Yes!” The girl with the ponytail checked the time and led them away.  

-The  

playground of the University of Finance and Economics.  

Season is about to collapse, “Did n’t it mean that it takes time to formulate tactics?!”  

The white–haired officer widened his eyes, “How do I know what’s going on in Hedy’s mind?”  

In this case, it takes more than two minutes of thinking time!  

Hedy figured it out in a minute? Isn’t this bullshit?  

Or didn’t you think about it at all, just went in with courage?  

teaching building.  

The faces of the students turned pale with nervousness.  

“Hedy is crazy! She really thinks of herself as a commander!”  

“There are fewer people than the gang of drug lords, and they are divided into two groups? What do yo

u want!”  

“They are dead!”  

Chapter 188 I Came Up, Then What?  

Through the big screen, Hedy and the girl with ponytail can be seen taking half of the students to differe

nt places.  

Hedy, Vincent, Sun and others are behind the villa.  

Girls with ponytails lead people in front.  

The villa among them was occupied by a gang of drug lords.  

On every floor and every window stood masked criminals with guns, searching for and shooting anyone 

who tried to approach the villa.  

With this intensity of vigilance, almost no one can approach the villa.  

Even Hedy couldn’t get past this line of defense easily and quickly.  

The minute hand points to “10“.  

“Papa, papa.”  



The ponytail girl in front of the villa led someone to shoot into the sky. Although the bullets in the gun w

ere empty, it did not prevent it from making a lot of noise.  

The gunshots attracted the attention of all the criminals, and everyone ran to observe in another directi

on, thinking that there was a surprise attack.  

There is a blind spot in the rear.  

Hedy, Vincent, and Sun took the opportunity to touch the back of the villa and squat against the wall.  

The empty shells were just finished.  

The criminals returned to their respective positions, and continued to be vigilant around the villa, not kn

owing that someone was  

approaching.  

“Damn, I’m scared to death, I’m going to urinate.”  

On the first floor, a criminal with a voice resembling Sun came to the toilet to urinate.  

Hedy quietly and vigorously jumped in through the window, and with a “click“, directly broke his neck!  

The whole action takes no more than five seconds!  

-University  

of Finance and Economics.  

The teaching building exclaimed.  

“She…she killed someone?”  

“I don’t know, I didn’t see clearly!”  

“Isn’t she very timid! Is this timid?”  

“I’m so nervous, what should I do!”  

Playground.  

Season and the white–

haired officer looked at each other, and they both saw shock in each other’s eyes!  

On the screen, Hedy starts changing the dead man’s clothes.  

She changed into his clothes, put on his hat, took his real suppressed.  

pistol, and walked out masked.  

There are 6 criminals on the first floor, I is dead and 5 are left.  

Hedy mixed in, approached one by one, and killed them one by one.  

Security on the first floor.  



She opened the back door and let Sun, Vincent and others come in and change into criminal clothes.  

When they first saw the corpse, their faces were pale, and there was still fear in their eyes.  

After all, they were young. Even though they had prepared themselves in advance, they had never seen 

such a scene.  

Hedy said softly, “It’s okay to change if you don’t want to.”  

“Change.” Vincent knelt down and untied the dead man’s clothes with trembling hands.  

Sun was the second to act, and the other two gritted their teeth and went to take off their clothes as we

ll.  

After a while, several people finished dressing, covered their faces with hats, and also took real guns.  

After this period of military training, they learned some knowledge about firearms and how to use them.

  

One boy was probably too emotional, and one accidentally knocked over the vase covered with cobweb

s in the corridor.  

Boom!  

The vase falls.  

a  
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How many people were shocked!  

“What noise?” The second floor was alarmed, “What’s going on downstairs?”  

Hedy glanced at Sun.  

There is a dead man whose voice is very similar to Sun, and Sun can get away with it.  

Sun’s mind was also spinning quickly, he let out a breath, and pretended to be relaxed, “It’s okay, I accid

entally knocked down the vase.” “Be careful  

don’t he be scary.” The person who asked went back.  

It’s not just that he was frightened.  

At the University of Finance and Economics, the audience watching the surveillance was frightened, and 

several fainted on the spot, and were sent to the school infirmary for emergency treatment!  

In the surveillance, Hedy led the others slowly up to the second floor.  

The Abandoned Villa has three floors.  

6 people on the first floor.  



There are 6 people on the second floor.  

There are 11 people on the third floor.  

The hostages are on the third floor.  

Hedy has leveled the first floor and is now going to the second floor.  

As soon 

as the people on the second floor saw them, they frowned and shouted, “What are you doing up here? 

Go down!”  

1. AN. The  

Sun said, “I just found, something on the first floor, let me tell you about it.”  

“What is it?”  

Hedy led everyone over, approaching a criminal one by one  

Seeing that they were about to do something, one of the criminals shouted, “Their heights are wrong, th

ey were faked by others!”  

Clothes can be changed, faces can be covered, but heights cannot be changed!  

With a loud shout, Sun, Vincent and others were stunned for a  

moment.  

The three criminals who reacted quickly raised their guns carly, with their index fingers on the trigger.  

But Hedy is faster!  

She fired three shots in a row, and took the headshots of the three down first!  

“What are you doing in a daze!” Hedy scolded in a low voice.  

They have been exposed, so there is no need to be careful and keep the volume down.  

Sun and Vincent quickly regained their senses and used the firearms in their 

hands to shoot. If one shot failed to kill them, they fired twice, and if two shots failed to kill them, they fi

red three shots!  

These guys are bloody drug dealers, they show no mercy!  

“Go to hell!” A turbaned man with a machine gun rushed down the stairs on the third floor.  

His ideal script is to take a machine gun and “jump” Hedy and others.  

His actual script was to be shot in the head by Hedy who had long predicted that someone would come 

upstairs!  

The third floor was alarmed, one person died, and ten people remained.  



The movement of 

the fight caused the hostages upstairs to scream, as if they were gagged by something.  

“Come up if you have the courage!” The one–eyed boss said angrily!  

Sun and Vincent were about to go up, but were stopped by Hedy.  

“Leave the rest to me. Just help me guard the stairs.” Hedy took off his mask, revealing a beautiful face, 

without any fluctuation in his voice.  

With everyone exposed, the third floor is not a place where Vincent and others can set foot.  

Several people nodded with complicated expressions, knowing the 

gap between themselves and Hedy, they obediently waited on the second floor.  

Hedy picked up a yellowed newspaper at his feet, stood at the stairs, and threw it upwards.  

“Papa papa!”  

Intensive gunshots came, and the yellowed newspaper was smashed into confetti.  

The nervous criminal finished shooting and was stunned, with a question mark above his head.  

What is a newspaper?  

Just as they let down their vigilance, Hedy suddenly appeared, raised his hand and fired several times, hi

s eyes were extremely cold!  

The body fell to the ground  

she walks out.  

A criminal appeared around the corner with a rifle and fired at Hedy one after another.  

Hedy’s eyes changed, and he grabbed a corpse on the ground as a shield.  

A shuttle bullet was emptied, and Hedy quickly counterattacked, one shot to the body and one shot to t

he head, directly killing him!  

The following firefight was a one–sided massacre, a showtime that belonged only to her.  

The gang of drug lords is cruel and powerful, but no matter how cruel and powerful they are, can they c

ompare to the queen who is number one on the international killer list?!  

Soon, only the hunk in the vest and the one–eyed boss remained in the  

gang.  

Their guns were empty, and Hedy’s gun was empty.  

The two men thought to themselves, There is only one woman in front of them, how awesome can they 

be without the gun?  

Then both of them threw their guns, roaring and attacking Hedy.  



Hedy also threw away his gun, and silently and calmly greeted the two.  

IV2 hand–to–hand combat begins!  

The hunk in the vest punches in military style.  

Hedy didn’t dodge repeatedly like the last time he faced the instructor, but raised his leg and kicked the 

macho man in the abdomen!  

“Ah-” The hunk took a few steps back, looking up with shock in his  

eyes.  

It seems that she doesn’t understand, Hedy is a woman, how can she be so accurate in marksmanship a

nd so ruthless in punching and kicking!  

The one–eyed boss grabbed the broken stool leg and attacked Hedy.  

Hedy leaned back, put his hands on the ground and turned around to avoid it.  

The hunk in the vest attacked again, followed by the one–eyed boss.  

Hedy had no expression on his face, he saw every move, raised his fists and kicked his legs, hitting two a

nd one all the way, like punching sandbags, hitting the two back again and again.  

Halfway through, the boss obviously regretted it, and wanted to go to the place where the hostages wer

e held, and threatened Hedy with the hostages.  

But it was too late.  

Hedy narrowed his eyes lightly, turned around and kicked the one- eyed boss down, and couldn’t get up 

again due to the pain.  

The hunk in the vest was also bruised and swollen, and fell beside the one–eyed boss.  

Hedy stood in front of the two, put his hands in his pockets, and looked at them indifferently, “I’m comin

g up, then what?”  

Chapter 189 Are you willing to enter the National Defense University?  

The surveillance probe couldn’t hear what Hedy said.  

But the fact that she commanded some members of the seventh class to conquer the abandoned villa oc

cupied by the gang of drug lords can be seen by the students in the teaching building!  

Everyone stared wide–eyed, their faces were flushed 

from being nervous and breathless, the hairs on their backs stood upright, and they lost their ability to s

peak!  

Because they don’t know what to say!  

I don’t even know where to start!  



Does it mean that Hedy really succeeded in directing a group of newly- adult college students to approac

h the heavily guarded abandoned villa?  

Does it mean that she moved vigorously, killed a criminal first and got the real gun?  

Does it mean that she dealt with the first layer of guards in a decisive manner?  

Or is she on the second floor, drawing a gun faster than a group of criminals?  

Or, she broke into the third floor alone in the dangerous hail of bullets, and after 

the bullets emptied, she fought in IV2 pure hand–to–

hand, and brought down two men who were much bigger than her?  

What’s even more unbelievable is that after beating the one–

eyed boss and the hunky man in the vest until they couldn’t move, she put her hands in her pockets, her

 eyes and eyebrows were calm, and she  

if she was a tourist here on vacation, which made everyone  

bloody!  

“Papa papa”  

After a brief silence, whoever took the lead applauded first, and then many people applauded, and the a

pplause roared!  

There were also some excited shouts,  

“Hedy is amazing!”  

“From now on, I will be Hedy’s brainless fan!” ”  

Hey, boyfriend, let’s break up, why? Because I have been bent by Hedy!”  

Tony and Xavier exchanged glances, the same shock in their eyes.  

They only knew that Hedy was good at chess, but they never thought that Hedy is equally amazing in fig

hting and spear skills!  

Josh breathed a sigh of relief.  

Nick smiled charmingly, and whispered to himself, “Why do you suddenly feel a little bit excited?”  

Obviously, before, he only thought of approaching Hedy as a game to  

kill time.  

The people on the playground are also applauding.  

Season’s eyes lighted up.  

Tedy this baby bump is really awesome.  

Capable of both literature and martial arts, at such a young age, it is  



difficult to find a second girl like her among her peers!  

The white–

haired officer nodded appreciatively, “Hedy, right? Not bad, she’s a good seed, with a talent for comman

d. The guard, list her as a key focus, and ask her if she would like to enter the National Defense Universit

y” “Yes!” The  

guard nod.  

National Defense University, full name “USA National Defense University“, is the highest military instituti

on in the USA.  

How good is it?  

As soon as the students graduate, they become officers with military ranks!  

In addition, there is also the “USA National University of Defense Technology“, which specializes in scien

tific research, which is also the elusive dream of many candidates!  

Season, “?”  

I’m so on guard, let you take advantage of a loophole?  

“That’s not good, she’s a freshman in our School of Finance and Economics, and isn’t the University of N

ational Defense already started? The files are all filled out!” Season smiled.  

The white–

haired officer’s tone was innocent, “We have always been willing to set a precedent for such outstandin

g talents.”  

“You…” Season swallowed the words “shameless“.  

I can only beg in my heart, Hedy, Ms. Ellis, baby Ye, don’t be kidnapped by these people!  

willing to enter the National Defensa University  

Hilltop Villa.  

20h (oucherg  

Hedy called Vincent, Sun and others to go upstairs and tied up the one–

eyed boss who lost his resistance and the hunk in the vest.  

Then he pulled down the dusty curtains in the villa, and tore off the covering of the dead drug dealer.  

This kind of scene was not surprising to her, but it was too bloody and cruel for the young hostages insid

e.  

After doing all this, she opened the door of the master bedroom.  

“Woo!” With rags stuffed in their mouths, the students who were tied up with hemp rope shrank back in

 fright.  

Seeing that it was Hedy, she burst into tears and saw the hope of life.  



Among the more than forty hostages, several were beaten black and swollen, and one was shot in the th

igh, his face turned pale and he lost a lot of blood.  

Sun and others acted immediately to untie everyone.  

Hedy also went to Jenny’s side, took out the cloth from Jenny ‘s mouth, and helped her untie it.  

“Cousin, did you save us? I heard you talking just now…” There were a few tears on  

Jenny’s face, and she was still in shock. “It was me and everyone in class seven who rescued you togethe

r.” Hedy untied the rope.  

Without their help, she could not have approached the villa so smoothly and quickly.  

“That’s Goddess Hedy’s good command too! It seems like we just made  

under the fiat  

soy sauce?” Sun deliberately adjusted the atmosphere.  

“Yes, we made a soy sauce.” Vincent cooperated.  

The students who survived the catastrophe were indeed in a better mood. They clasped their hands tog

ether and were extremely grateful, “Thank you! Thank you!”  

Everyone passed the corpse and came outside the villa.  

At this time, the orderly footsteps of soldiers came from outside, and military helicopters flew over.  

“Didn’t you say you want to rescue the student hostages? Why are all the hostages out?” the helicopter 

pilot asked.  

“Received the notification from the superior that the hostages have been rescued by the blue team com

mander Hedy who led the freshman exercise and led nine college students.” The soldier in the passenge

r seat replied.  

“Hedy? Amazing!”  

The helicopter returned the same way, and the soldiers entered the villa to finish.  

On the ground, the wounded were carried away by military doctors for treatment. Hedy and others also 

saw the instructor approaching.  

“Hedy, you!” the burly and dark instructor said.  

Just when everyone in Class 7 thought that the instructor was going to accuse Hedy of disobeying orders

, the instructor slapped Hedy on the shoulder heavily and said proudly, “Good job  

Ile really can’t win.  

Hedy’s expression remained unchanged.  

Everyone went down the mountain together, took a military truck, and returned to the University of Fin

ance and Economics.  



The school prepared psychological counselors to provide psychological counseling to the students. At th

e same time, they also dispersed the reporters stationed nearby, fearing that their photos and interview

s would disturb the students a second time.  

Hedy was also asked some questions by the psychological counselor, and was released after no problem.

  

As soon as she walked out of the school doctor’s office, she was called to the principal’s office. When sh

e walked into the principal’s office, she found two people inside. One is  

Season with a tense expression as if facing a big enemy.  

One is a gray–haired officer with a high military rank and a good aura.  

“Hedy, you are doing very well.” The white–haired officer praised heartily.  

Hedy not only rescued the hostages before the military, but more importantly, prevented the hostages f

rom being injured.  

You must know that when the hostages are taken hostage, even the military cannot guarantee whether 

the drug lord will go crazy and drag everyone to the funeral.  

This is the worst possible ending.  

And Hedy gave everyone the best ending.  

Chapter 190  

Tens of thousands of lights, there will be one for me  

Hedy rejected the invitation of the white–haired officer  

She promised Season that if she wanted to stay at the University of Finance and Economics, she would n

ot turn away halfway.  

“Okay.” The white–haired officer could only leave with a sigh.  

Such a good seed is really cheap.  

Season was so moved, “Hedy, are you tired after rescuing the  

hostages? Do you want to take a few days off, and I’ll give you a leave of absence.” ”  

Not tired, if there’s nothing else, I’ll go back first.” Hedy glanced at the wall time.  

It’s already evening.  

There is no class after the exercise, so you can go back to the apartment.  

“Go ahead.” Season agreed, he also needed to deal with the dead student.  

Thinking of those two young lives who were alive yesterday, Season felt uncomfortable in his heart.  

Hedy walked out of the University of Finance and Economics.  



Before school officially ended, there were few people at the gate, and there was a Rolls–

Royce Phantom parked beside the road with the  

license plate of Preston’s  

Hedy suddenly had a sense of security and a sense of belonging that “every family lights, there will be on

e for me“.  

She walked over, opened the car door, and sure enough, she saw the man who was as handsome as a ba

nished fairy.  

The man was in a video conference. When he saw her sitting in, he turned off the conference and held h

er in his arms, his movements were domineering and gentle.  

“What?” she asked.  

“Go to sleep.” His thin lips parted slightly, and his long and narrow eyes flashed with distress,  

The physical exertion of military training is more than that of the draft. She seems to be no different fro

m ordinary people, but she is actually very tired.  

Hedy’s heart moved, and he lay peacefully in his arms, took a deep breath of his scent, and closed his ey

es.  

Not long after, Aiden stopped the car, “Childe King, here we are, do you want to call Ms. Ellis?”  

“No.” Preston carried the sleeping Hedy out in the way of a princess.  

Just in time for a gust of wind to hit.  

The cool wind made her shrink into Preston’s arms subconsciously, and she also grabbed Preston’s shirt 

with her hands. Susan pressed hard, sleeping innocently.  

Preston looked down, his eyebrows and eyes were curved, and his tenderness was about to drip.  

He carried Hedy upstairs  

-Intranet  

of University of Finance and Economics The students spontaneously remembered the deceased, and so

me members of the red team were held hostage. They vented their  

dissatisfaction with  

Sharon in it, “I thought Sharon was looking for the deceased. I escaped by accident. I am still happy for h

er. Come back Afterwards, I found out that Sharon had a chance to save us.  

But as the commander of the red team, she ran away in fear! 

She didn’t shoulder her responsibilities at all!  

If it wasn’t for Hedy, we might not be able to come back alive, thank you Hedy.  

I also apologize for my mocking of Hedy.”  



The speech of the red team members triggered another question, Why. did Sharon run away?  

It’s not that everyone insists on moral kidnapping, but that Sharon can face up to difficulties and show hi

s heroic side when facing robbers with knives.  

Why did he run away without looking back when he came to the drug lord?  

She didn’t even hesitate!  

Such behavior doesn’t match her usual image at all, doesn’t it?  

Fortunately, this matter was quickly resolved.  

In the evening, a student went to a food stall to cat, and met one of the robbers who was beaten away b

y Sharon.  

This person drank too much at the food stall, so he told them about  

Sharon’s money for them to cooperate in acting. School net burst into  

anger.  

“It turns out that she set up a blog to follow from the very beginning!”  

“It’s disgusting, how could she deceive us like this!”  

Compared with this, Hedy shouldn’t be too low–

key, okay? He can take down a bunch of drug lords by himself, but When fighting with the instructor, yo

u don’t show your face!”  

“I admire Hedy more, woohoo.” ”  

Then the question is, where is Sharon ? Sharon ‘s parents have come to the school, saying that Sharon h

as not come home ”  

“I don’t know, I heard that the military has started to search the mountain to find her.”  

In the whole mountain, only the blue team and the red team’s uphill road are monitored, and Sharon we

nt to another direction, not in the surveillance probe.  

–  

Sharon is hiding in a small cave.  

The matter begins with Hedy commanding the members of the seventh squad to attack the villa.  

At that time, a group of students shot into the sky.  

41.37%  

It scared the gang of drug lords and Sharon. She was afraid that there would be bad guys down the mou

ntain, so she hid in the cave and waited for the military’s rescue.  

thought this was the safest way.  



The entire exercise was broadcast live, and it was impossible for the military not to send rescue personn

el.  

Sharon waited until the lights came on.  

When she was found, she wept with joy and returned to the University of Finance and Economics under 

the escort of the military.  

After she got out of the car, she found her soldier’s tone disgusted, “As a commander, she didn’t ask abo

ut the situation of her classmates until she got off the car, and she didn’t care whether they were alive o

r dead.” Another soldier shrugged, “The same commander as that  

one Compared with the official Hedy, it’s far behind.”  

Before they complained, Sharon had already entered the campus.  

The news of her return to school was also widely spread on the school intranet.  

Most of the red team members who  

were abandoned by Sharon spontaneously came to intercept her on the only way she had to pass, all of 

them had angry expressions and eyes spitting fire. Sharon took 

a half step back in fright. After thinking about it, she pretended to be happy, “Are you all okay? It’s really

 great!”  

A girl sneered and asked, “Sharon, why did you run away? Do you know that we listen to you?” If you sta

y put, you almost died?”  

55.36%  

“What escaped” Sharon knew that everyone would ask this question, so she prepared her speech in adv

ance, and said,  

“I didn’t escape. I went to rescue the soldiers Those people had real guns No matter how powerful I am. 

I can’t beat them, so I have to find reinforcements”  

This time another boy sneered, “Where are the rescuers?”  

“I was stopped by 

another group of people halfway, and I fought with them for a long time before I got rid of them.” Hit hi

m away, and he was found by the soldiers.” Sharon lied without changing his face.  

Little did they know, everyone already knew the real situation like the back of their hands, apart from th

e drug lord team, there was no other group of people at all!  

Seeing that everyone looked disgusted and contemptuous, Sharon straightened his body and shouted,  

“You doubt me? You actually doubt me?  

You forgot who was at the school gate, fighting with bare hands. against the robber holding a dagger Do

n’t confuse me with Hedy!” Crack!  



The girl slapped her, “Are you worthy of being lumped with Hedy? She didn’t save us, we wouldn’t be he

re!” ”  

What did you say? 

Hedy saved you?” Sharon was more shocked than the shock of being slapped What this man said!  

Hedy, that coward, how could he save the members of the red team! Snapped!  

72.33%  

The boy grabbed Sharon ‘s hair and slapped him out, “Bitch, let me tell you, the whole school knows abo

ut you and the robber who directed  

and acted in the  

kidnapping case!” Even with the strength of a fourth–

degree black belt in Taekwondo, he can’t hold back so many people.  

The passers–by did not make a sound to stop, but watched with cold eyes. Because of  

Sharon, the members of the red team almost had their lives in danger. Some people suffered great physi

cal and psychological injuries, but they just came here to beat and scold them. To a certain extent, they 

are already very kind.  

Put on a violent temper, maybe how to retaliate.  

When the school leaders arrived after hearing the news, Sharon had already been beaten into a pig’s he

ad.  

But the leader also knew that this was Sharon’s own fault, and only asked those who beat  

Sharon to write a self–

criticism, and did not pursue it any further. After this incident, Sharon was like a mouse crossing the 

street. Anyone who saw her would spit on her.  

 


